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Tumor doubling time (TDT) is a commonly-used
indicator that reflects the radiographic growth rate of
solid tumors and was proposed by Schwartz in 1961 (1).
Three-dimensional volumetry has made precise estimation
of solid tumors possible, which has led to accurate TDT
calculation. Multiple studies have been conducted to
determine the clinical and biological significance of TDT
in several types of tumors. Lung cancer is one of the most
thoroughly assessed tumors in terms of TDT. Not only
prognosis but also stages and genetic mutations in the
epidermal growth factor receptor have been reported to
correlate with TDT (2,3).
Comparisons of TDT and histology have been conducted
as well. Lung squamous cell carcinoma has been reported
to have a shorter TDT than lung adenocarcinoma (2-7),
and the TDT of poorly differentiated tumors is shorter
than that of well differentiated tumors (4). The TDT of
the solid part of a lung tumor is significantly correlated
with prognosis (2). Outside the thoracic cavity, clear cell
renal cell carcinoma showed a correlation between TDT
and histological grade (Fuhrman grade) (8). A multivariate
analysis revealed that the molecular subtype and Ki-67
index confirmed by immunohistochemistry are significant
factors related to TDT (9).
Histopathological diagnosis is inevitable for the
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initiation of treatment of solid malignancies, including
surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy, except for
limited cases in an emergency. Histological subtype
can be a key factor in the selection of chemotherapy as
well. For example, bevacizumab and pemetrexed are not
used for lung squamous cell carcinoma. Therefore, the
clinical significance of speculated histological subtype by
radiography has been limited thus far. In some situations,
however, such as the treatment of patients who cannot
undergo or have not yet undergone surgery or biopsy,
the estimation of histology by radiological images may be
useful in considering the frequency of follow-up and further
treatment strategies. Moreover, the correlation between
histological subtypes and radiological features has not been
well studied in rare malignancies.
Fukumoto et al. assessed the TDT of thymic epithelial
tumors that were surgically resected (10). The histological
subtype of the tumor was graded as a low-risk thymoma
(LRT) (type A, AB, and B1), high-risk thymoma (HRT) (B2
and B3), or thymic carcinoma (TC). In total, 96 out of 130
patients showed tumor growth, and the TDT of LRT and
HRT significantly differed from TC. A receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve analysis showed an area under
the curve of 0.866, and the sensitivity and specificity were
83.8% and 82.1%, respectively, when the threshold was set
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Table 1 Tumor doubling time of thymic epithelial tumors assessed in the previous studies
Study

n

Median TDT [range], days
HRT

TC

Threshold determined with
a ROC curve (Sn, Sp), days

LRT

HRT

TC

LRT

Jeong (12)

15

26

9

703.6* [286.7–1,855.9]

Choe (13)

24

5

4

436 [62–1,964]

381 [58–1,282]

189 [48–260]

NA

Fukumoto (10)

43

25

28

607 [170–6,188]

459 [116–3,005]

205 [43–725]

313 (83.8%, 82.1%)

412.1* [130.9–716.9] 146.3* [68.9–448.3]

222.6* (90.2%, 77.8%)

*, TDT calculated with the longest diameter are shown here. LRT, low-risk thymoma; HRT, high-risk thymoma; TC, thymic carcinoma; TDT,
tumor doubling time; ROC, receiver operating characteristic; Sn, sensitivity; Sp, specificity; NA, not available.

at 313 days to discriminate thymoma from TC.
Since both thymoma and TC occasionally show invasive
growth and metastases, they are categorized as thymic
malignancies. A study by Fukumoto et al. is significant
in terms of showing the rate of growth of relatively rare
malignancies from as many as 96 patients (10). The results,
which demonstrated that the majority of thymomas
enlarged during follow-up and some of them grew as rapidly
as TC, reminds us that both subtypes are malignant, even
though the TDT of TC is shorter than that of thymoma as
a whole. In addition, 25 out of 130 (19%) thymic epithelial
tumors were stable in size, and nine tumors, including TC,
even regressed. This phenomenon is not specific to thymic
epithelial tumors, as the studies on lung cancer and renal
cell carcinoma mentioned above also showed shrinking
tumors (TDT <0) (6,11). Comparing radiographic images
and histology may contribute to revealing the mechanism of
and predicting factors for spontaneous tumor shrinkage.
To the best of our knowledge, three studies that
examined the TDT of thymic epithelial tumors have been
published (10,12,13) (Table 1). These three studies employed
calculation methods based on the theory proposed by
Schwartz (1) and obtained consistent results. Jeong et al.
also adopted three-dimensional volumetry methods. The
formula for TDT calculation adopted by Choe et al. uses
both the maximum tumor diameter and the diameter that is
perpendicular to it (13). A study by Fukumoto et al. enrolled
the most patients, especially those with TC.
We roughly integrated the results from these three
studies using median and interquartile range of the TDT
of the three groups of tumors with a random effects model
(Figure 1), and statistical calculations were conducted
using R version 3.6.1 (The R Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna, Austria). Both LRT and HRT had a
significantly longer TDT than TC [mean difference (MD)
of TDT: 366.59 days; P<0.001 and 261.65 days; P<0.001,
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respectively]. In contrast, the difference between LRT and
HRT was comparatively small (MD: 105.15 days; P=0.079).
The distribution of the TDT of each thymoma subtype
was noted only in the study by Choe et al. (13), which
showed some outstanding outliers in type B1 thymoma.
The other two studies also indicated a wide range of TDT
values for LRT (Table 1). In addition, type B3 thymoma
seemed to be separated into those with a long TDT and
those with a short TDT (13). These results imply that
there is a heterogeneous population in certain histological
subtypes of thymoma in terms of proliferation activity.
Clinical findings, such as the initial tumor diameter and
stage, were not associated with the TDT (10,12,13), but
pathological factors other than subtype, including the Ki-67
index, may have the potential to further predict aggressive
tumor growth. Moreover, TDT and prognosis may even
be correlated, considering the link between prognosis and
histological subgroup.
Radiological images play a key role, especially in
situations in which biopsy is not feasible. If malignancy is
highly suspected, surgical intervention is considered, and
its risks and benefits are compared. All the studies on the
TDT of thymic epithelial tumors focused on patients who
underwent surgical resection. This aspect could have biased
patient selection. Extremely slow-growing tumors might
not have been resected and excluded from the studies. In
contrast, an enlarging tumor at an exceptional rate would
more likely be resected and included in the investigations.
These studies were retrospective, and the frequencies and
intervals between image documentation were uneven. TDT
can be computed by a formula utilizing the maximum tumor
diameters at two observational points, but the background
theory for this calculation is based on the continuous
exponential growth of tumors. Multiple observations would
enable us to capture more precise fluctuation in tumor
growth.
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Figure 1 Summary of the difference among the previously assessed TDTs of thymic epithelial tumors (10,12,13). (A) LRT vs. HRT; (B)
LRT vs. TC; (C) HRT vs. TC. TDTs, tumor doubling times; LRT, low-risk thymoma; HRT, high-risk thymoma; TC, thymic carcinoma;
NIQR, normalized interquartile range; MD, mean difference; CI, confidence interval.

As noted above, histopathological diagnosis is essential
in the initiation of treatment for malignancies. TDT,
however, provides time-lapse information, which is hard
to obtain from histology. Integrated analyses of histology,
radiological images, and clinical information by machine
learning have the potential to create models that predict
the exact prognosis. Treatment for thymic epithelial tumors
are still being developed. Bridging radiological images and
pathological subtyping may bring about precision medicine
for rare malignancies.
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